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BlitzWolf BW-KB0 wireless gaming mechanical keyboard
Are you looking for a keyboard that won't take up too much space on your desk, but at the same time will give you an edge during your
next games? The Blitzwolf BW-KB0 model will be the right choice! It is equipped with 61 keys with OUTEMU Red switches that guarantee
smooth, reliable operation. It also has colorful RGB backlighting with 20 modes to choose from. It also allows you to program the buttons
and supports 2 ways of connection - via cable or wirelessly.
 
Made for gamers
The BW-KB0 keyboard is distinguished by its 60% layout, which means it is equipped with 61 most important keys. It won't take up too
much space on your desk! What's more, despite its compact size, the product provides plenty of interesting possibilities. Its OUTEMU Red
mechanical  switches  guarantee  fast  response  times  and  reliable  performance  -  now  you  can  be  sure  that  every  keystroke  will  be
registered correctly. With Blitzwolf you will effortlessly beat your opponents and break another record!
 
You will connect it in 2 ways
It is possible to connect the keyboard in 2 ways. If you want, use the included USB-C cable. Or you can connect to the hardware of your
choice  wirelessly  -  via  Bluetooth  5.0.  The  BW-KB0  is  compatible  with  laptops,  tablets  and  smartphones  running  Windows,  Mac  OS,
Android and iOS. It is also possible to pair the keyboard with 3 devices simultaneously and quickly switch between them.
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Colorful RGB backlighting
This unique keyboard can also decorate your desk in a fantastic way. It has been equipped with colorful RGB backlighting, the style of
which you can easily adjust to your preferences, choosing from up to 20 available modes. You can also adjust the brightness of the light
and the speed of the effects. What's more, the keyboard gets an even more interesting character thanks to the suspended keys.
 
Customize it to your needs
Now you can easily adjust the keyboard to your needs and habits. The BW-KB0 model allows you to swap the switches in place, so you
can set them the way you want. You also have dedicated software and internal memory at your disposal. This gives you the ability to
program all the buttons of the device. You can also change FN functions, lighting effects, macros and even the keyboard layout. Make
your gameplay easier and get another great victory!
 
Refined in every detail
Bet on high quality workmanship and enjoy comfort during your next gameplay. The keyboard is equipped with OEM keycaps, which are
pleasant to the touch and allow you to type or play comfortably. The BW-KB0 also has sturdy, stable feet so you can adjust its height to
suit your needs. In addition, the markings on the buttons are very clear, legible and resistant to abrasion.
 
In the box
Keyboard
USB-C cable
Keycup puller
User manual
Brand
Blitzwolf
Model
BW-KB0
Type
Mechanical
Color
Black
Connection
Wired/wireless
Interface
USB-C / Bluetooth 5.0
Number of keys
61
Switches
OUTEMU Red
Backlighting
RGB
Material
ABS
Dimensions
290x95x35mm
Power supply
Rechargeable battery
Rechargeable battery capacity
1900mAh
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Operating time
Approx. 15h
Charging time
Approx. 5h
Compatibility
Windows 7 / 8 / 10, Android, iOS, Mac OS
Other
20 backlight modes, customizable backlight modes, programmable buttons, can pair 3 devices simultaneously

Preço:

€ 62.00

Jogos, Keyboards
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